
Replicating
Yesterday… 
Today

Designed for every style of 

property, the unique Revival 

window takes a magical step 

back in time for the great looks of 

authentic timber window detailing 

but with all the benefits of low 

maintenance PVCu.

from



Revival from PlatinumNRG faithfully replicates period 

timber window styling, right down to  the details of 

conventional timber hardware, such as a working stay 

and peg, which can be specified and easily fitted.

The unique new 85mm deep frame incorporates seven 

chambers, for optimal thermal performance and strength, 

with a classic, deep sculptured edge detail with transoms and 

mullions that can be mechanically jointed to replicate traditional 

mortise and tenon joints. 

There is a choice of four PVCu sashes to fit into the frame. 

Our slim, four chamber FlushSASH with the added option of 

an exclusive new deep bottom rail with mechanical joints, 

the six chamber unique SlimSASH plus regular six chamber 

Chamfered or Sculptured sash options. All can achieve an ‘A’ 

or ‘A+’ energy rating.

For that final attention to detail, the whole window sits on a new 

deep cill design that is identical in section to an old style, timber 

cill, including an authentic throat drip detail.

The new Revival window is perfect for two types of 

homeowner. First, for those who have a period property and 

have not yet changed their old, rotten timber windows to 

benefit from the energy savings, enhanced security and ease 

of maintenance that modern materials deliver. Second, for 

new occupants of a property where the previous owner has 

replaced the original windows unsympathetically, it is the ideal 

way to put the ‘original’ style back in.

All of our PlatinumNRG PVCu profiles are lead free and can be 

fully re-cycled at their end of life, just like timber! 

Revival - a superb traditional alternative for the 

discerning homeowner.

Revival with SlimSASH Revival with Sculptured Sash Revival with FlushSASH and Deep Bottom Rail



a LOCKS  Bi-directional roller and 

shootbolt locking mechanisms are 

available as an option.

b HANDLE  Stylish key locking 

handles, White are standard, a large 

range of colours can be specified  

as an option.

c CASEMENT HINGES   

All casements are fitted with hinges 

that allow the sash when fully 

open to slide sideways to facilitate 

cleaning of the glass outside from 

the room. Hinge bolts and screw 

reinforcement can be specified as 

an option for additional security.

d MECHANICAL JOINT   

To replicate a traditional mortise 

and tenon timber joint. Standard on 

all transoms and mullions (pictured 

left) and optional on the outer frame 

(pictured right).

e MULTI CHAMBER PROFILE   

7 chamber, 85mm deep frame to 

ensure optimum thermal efficiency 

and strength.

f TRADITIONAL HARDWARE   

Working window stays and lockable 

handles in monkey tail or tear drop 

design, available as an option to 

complete that authentic period look. 

Pictured on a FlushSASH with deep 

bottom rail.



Standard Finishes
PlatinumNRG

In our ongoing quest to provide the highest quality products for our customers, our designs and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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www.revivalsystem.co.uk

Whitegrain on White

Interior

Irish Oak on White

Interior

Black on White

Interior

Rosewood on White

Interior

Chartwell Green on White

Interior

Whitegrain

White

Interior

Interior


